
Shoafim Etgar Iron Chef 
August 3rd, dinner 

Materials: food, stoves, cooking utensils, plates and bowls etc. 

Setup: have all counselors sit by bunk with a station that has a stove, utensils, and an equal 
amount of ingredients (counselors to set up stations are Julian, eve, claire while the other 
activity is being run by the rest of the staff) 

Method: 
-Eve, Claire and Julian do iron chef intro based on Alton Brown's and the chairman's funny/
intense intro from the tv show, reveal the secret ingredient is pepper!!!! Explain the rules, the 
timing, and how they will be judged.  They will have 20 minute to cook a meal for themselves 
and counselors, including one serving that they will present to the judges (Eve, Claire, Julian, 
and Karen). They will be judged on taste, presentation, and originality. 

-Split up into bunks where the counselors are sitting in front of their stations with stoves and 
food. When splitting up the bunks, give each bunk an iron chef (bunk 3 is Jose Garces, 33 is 
Bobby Flay, 35 is Cat Cora, 13 is Masaharu Morimoto, 15 is Marc Forgione, 17 is Michael 
Symon) 

-Cook as a bunk for 20 minutes. Counselors should make sure that their campers are cooking 
enough food for them all to eat, and also that they have a plate to present to the judges and one 
representative to explain the dish in front of everyone. Judges will be splitting their time between 
cooking with their own bunks and walking around to other bunks pretending to be commentators 
and commenting on whatever is going on in each bunk's kitchen. 

-Judges will give 15, 10, 5, and 2 minute warnings. After 20 minutes, the bunks will each send 
their representatives to present their dishes to the judges. Judges will repeat that each bunk can 
be awarded up to 20 points: 10 for taste, 5 for plating, and 5 for originality. After the 
presentations, everyone can eat their own dinners and the judges will eat also and deliberate. 

-After the meal, everyone will gather again and the judges will announce the winning bunk.  That 
bunk will be the first bunk to make s'mores at the medura! 


